
DAMILOLA ALALADE 
Lagos, Nigeria · +2347062314249 

alalade191@gmail.com  LinkedIn · Github Twitter 
 
 

EDUCATION 

EARTH SCIENCE (BSc), OLABISI ONABANJO UNIVERSITY, AGO-IWOYE GRADUATION: JAN 2022 

 
 

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE 
FRONTEND INTERN, AFEX JAN 2023 – DEC 2023 

Frontend Development with Next.js, React.js, TypeScript, and Tailwind 
• Implemented best practices for front-end development, such as version control and code review, to improve efficiency by about 

15% and collaboration within the team. 

• Developed and maintained an organized, budget management system for tracking the amount of money to be spent in a year 

and also able to set for the upcoming year. 

• Actively participated in code reviews, testing, and bug-fixing, ensuring the app was of high quality and met users' expectations, 

 
FRONTEND INTERN, HNGi9 OCT 2022 – DEC 2022 

Frontend Development with React.js, Tailwind, React Storybook. 

• Assigned and delegated issues to other developers increasing speed and teamwork across team members by 10%. 

• Assisted in the optimization of ZuriChat website load time, resulting in faster page load speeds by 5% by using advanced react 

practices. 

• Actively participated in the team's daily stand-up meetings and provided regular updates on progress, helping to ensure the 

project was completed on time and to a high stand 

 

 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 
 

Data-Portal, GITHUB LIVE 

• Developed and deployed a data portal that helps in creating a list of staff in an organization and also categorizes them based 

on their tribe and squad. 
• Utilized ContextApi on the front end for efficient data management and optimal user experience. 

 

Tech stack: React.js, Nextjs,  ContextApi, TypeScript, and Tailwind. 

 

Debit-Card, GITHUB LIVE 

• Developed and deployed a credit card form that allows users to input their card details, and see the card information 

updated in real-time. 

 

Tech stack: Tailwind and JavaScript. 

 

Agency-Design, GITHUB LIVE 

• Developed and deployed an Agency Website Where you can get your creative web designs 

 

Tech stack: Tailwind and JavaScript. 

 
 

Transaction-Dashboard, GITHUB   LIVE
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• Built a transaction web app that helps to display all your transaction details, and also represents some of the data using a chart. 

• Integrated dark mode for easy access to the user interface and also Implemented internationalization that allows users to change 

the language of web content from English to French. 

• Integrated endpoint (API) from the backend to get the actual data of all the transactions been made. 

 

 Tech stack: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 

 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 
 
Languages & Frameworks: JavaScript/TypeScript, React.js, Nextjs, and Tailwind. 

 Experienced in using Git for code versioning, branching, merging, and collaborating with other developers. 

 Experienced in creating responsive and mobile-friendly websites using media queries, flex, grid, and fluid layout. 

 Understands UX principles and collaborates with designs to implement intuitive and visually appealing user interfaces. 

 Understanding of SEO best practices to optimize web pages for better search rankings and visibility. 

 

SOFT SKILLS 
 

• Program Management. 

• Communication. 

• Leadership 

 

 


